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GRAiT System 
 
 
Raxar Technology Corporation is pleased to introduce GRAiT System (Graphical Real-
Time Asset Inspection and Tracking System). It is a tool for the real-time inventory, 
tracking and inspection of your assets and facilities, in which we leverage the latest in 
context and sensory technologies. 
 
The GRAiT System is a graphical asset management application for both indoor and 
outdoor asset inspections and tracking. With a powerful secure cloud back-end and a 
purpose driven user interface, GRAiT System’s assets are highly configurable, 
automatically locatable, and instantly identifiable by sensor interfaces. 
 
As the front-end user interface for your organizations, inspections and quality control, the 
GRAiT System help management stay connected in real-time to the quality of their 
assets and the compliance of their staff and vendors. Legacy Inspection checklists can 
be imported and updated to adhere quality and regulatory standards. 
 
Keep your staff on task and get rid of paper inspections. With a comprehensive user 
interface, your staff can be up and running with the software with minimal training. 
Inspections can also be linked and analyzed in real-time, helping directors and leaders 
make faster organizational decisions with smarter data.  
 
The GRAiT System helps organizations manage all their key assets and facility 
inspections into one simple and mobile application. This then allows staff in the field to 
inspect and track vital assets within their designated units. Moreover, it allows real-time 
analytics to keep management well informed of any issues, and keeps them connected 
with their units’ information constantly. In turn, GRAiT System reported data is stored 
and can be translated into metrics-based identifiers, enabling users to make confident 
decisions facilitating an ROI and improving efficiency.  
 
Your Organization All in One Solution  
 
The GRAiT System saves organizations not only operating expenses and maintaining 
their assets, but also can extend the longevity of assets. Furthermore, GRAiT can 
increase the level of communications within an organization in addition to mitigating risk 
by autonomous record keeping about every asset, inspection, or checklist. Finally, the 
GRAiT System has immense flexibility when it comes to integrating with current 
organizational systems. This allows a seamless implementation and access to 
information quicker and more efficiently.  
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Benefits 
 
With the GRAiT System, organizations have a plethora of key features available: 
 

Inspections: This intuitive feature creates, monitors, and tracks inspections on 
items and/or checklists. These inspections over time can lead to educated 
decisions that can save your organization money while increasing efficiency. The 
ability to track vendor performance or manufacturer’s quality assurance within 
departments is in the “palm of your hand.”  
  
Flexibility: Built on an Application Performance Interface (API)-based platform, 
the GRAiT System can integrate with your organizations current system 
seamlessly. Designed as a collaborative software, the GRAiT System is very 
configurable to the end users’ needs and can be installed to meet the needs of 
very different industries without having to program or customize. Finally, the user 
has the flexibility to create defect items that are not a part of standardized 
checklists, and will therefore allow the appropriate department to be notified 
immediately. 
 
Sensor and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) integration:	  An 
organization’s assets can be both tracked in real-time and also overlaid onto 
scaled blueprints. Moreover, assets can be implemented on geo-fenced CAD 
files. Users are connected to those assets through sensory technology including 
barcodes, GPS navigation, and iBeacon (Bluetooth sensor). Users also have the 
ability to find and identify individual assets simply and quickly, even when an 
organization includes millions of items. Lastly, high valued assets are able to be 
tracked and management is notified immediately when those assets are removed 
from their appropriate zone(s).  
	  
Role based permissions:	  Role Based Permissions allow members of multi-level 
clearance organizations to keep staff privy to only material necessary for their 
duties. This can be applied for security measures, and can also function as staff 
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and accountability metrics.  
	  
Risk based measurements: GRAiT System “scheduling and notifications” 
engine updates the individual requirements of each asset and helps in the 
workflow requirements of daily operations. With all information available over the 
cloud for real-time analytics and reporting, your organization can stay informed 
about risk potentials. Hence, this gives your organization the ability to maintain 
quality standards by proactively minimizing discrepancies.  
	  
Metrics (key performance indicators):	  With the GRAiT System’s status ranking 
ability, back-end analytics are continually measured on the overall performance 
condition of designated facilities. It allows the individual to be informed with alerts 
when assets drop below designated thresholds within specific departments. Over 
time, historical reporting and analytics of assets can track vendor and 
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manufacturer performance standards. Trend analysis patterns 
concerning reliability, maintenance cost and depreciation are 
easily accessible. With such accuracy and transparency, KPIs can improve, 
vendors accountability is measurable, and inferior assets can be identified and be 
replaced in the future.  
	  
Security: With the flexibility to incorporate into any data security structure, 
including server-based or cloud-based infrastructure, the GRAiT System gives 
any organization the tools to make informed decisions from their data while 
keeping it secure from outside entities.  
	  
Cloud:	  GRAiT System is a cloud based server system that allows all front users 
to communicate an organization’s information from one to another instantly. Your 
staff will have the ability to access any asset or relevant processes from 
information such as user manuals, warrantees, calibration certificates, OSHA 
requirements, or Federal Safety Regulations more efficiently then ever before. 
Additionally, with the GRAiT System, users can perform their inspections with or 
without an internet connection. Even when wireless capabilities are unavailable, 
this ability lets the user continue their work offline, then uploads the new 
information to the cloud as soon as the user accesses another point of 
connectivity.  
	  
Mobile: Current work order systems and asset management systems are slow 
and flawed transitioning to the mobile platform. This is generally due to two major 
reasons. First, the original system’s software was designed for desktop hardware 
and now the software is being crammed into a mobile hardware device. 
Secondly, cloud servers are used minimally, with the majority of data storage 
coming from the mobile devices. Users are now physically limited to how much 
space their information is allotted. All previous data may not be accessible to the 
user, even though it is vital to their current activities. Conversely, the GRAiT 
System allows your staff access to all information available on their mobile device 
with software specifically created for a mobile device. Hence there is a lower cost 
and time spent training users GRAiT’s capabilities, and zero software 
inconsistencies upon implementation into an organization.  	  
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The GRAiT System  
   

Value Added Partnership  

No need to waste time and money overhauling your 

entire system. The GRAiT System is an open API that 

can integrate into your existing network. This gives the 

ability of a front-end inspection tool with a seamless 

workflow to your CMMS System. You will start seeing 

immediate improvement in the quality of your data 

collection.  

 

Creates Transparency 

The GRAiT System keeps management continuously 

informed of all aspects of their organization. Run real 

time performance percentages on your departments, 

sending an alert when they drop below the desired 

threshold. Full integration, improved data collection, and 

minimal training time lets the GRAiT System become a 

collaborative partnership for your organizations asset 

quality control management.  

	  
	  
Context  
Awareness 
“The vision for context  
awareness is to  
expose as much of this 
sensory information as 
possible to business 
applications… It is  
something that can  
help people or other  
systems make decisions faster”  
Chris Thompson, Senior Director, Cisco Systems Inc 
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THANK YOU 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
RAXAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

1(877) 710-0077 
INFO@RAXAR.COM 

 
 
 
 
 


